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Regents convene at WSU
Bj TOM VONDRUSKA
Guardian New* Editor
Quality of education and the
•'transferability" of college credits are not issues in the controversy which has surrounded the
Ohio Board of Resents request
that Wright State University al
low its Western Ohio Branch
Campus to become a state community college regent's Chancel
tor James A. (Dolph) Norton said
Tuesday.
Norton and other members ol
the Board of Regents were on the
WSU campus yesterday meeting
with members of the boards of
trustees of seven state colleges
and universitvs in West-Centrai
Ohio to begin planning the higher education budget for the state
The budget would go in effect in

i<m.

The issue of (he C'elina campus
arose while Norton was answering reporters questions after the
meeting
NORTON SAID that tne decision to change the status of the
WOBC was made so the Celina
area would meet minimum standards set by the board for the
amount of educational services
available from the state.
"It was appropriate to ask that
WOBC change its program to
meet these needs." said Norton.
"It would not hurt the Celina
area.
in the long run he said the
action would help the area, since

tions in the state does cause
problems.
"Issues separate the different
colleges and universities. Some
have mainly part-time students
and others are residential. Thev
are both looking for different
types of programs." he said
"The residential school, for instance. will be wanting recreation programs which the commuter school will not need."
Another reason the regents arc
holding the meetings is to provide community support Norton
said.
"WE HOPE TO get the community to contribute. The boards
of trustees arc members of the
communities." he said.
Norton would no! comment
specifically on the sire of the
budget which is being planned
but hi did have a general idea of
how much the final amount
would be.
"In the past four bienniums
(eight years), the ''ighcr education budget has risen from S6I3
million to SI 7 billion." he said,
adding that most of this cost was
caused by inflation.
NORTON SAID he saw one of
the greatest problems facing
higher education today 'J the
increased costs facing the students. This is a question which
Norton said he had no answer to.
"We have argued for a greater
subsidy to be given to higher
education," he said. "If you
make a direct subsidy to the

it would allow the facility to offer
a far greater number of technical
courses. Nortoir added that by
offering more technical cources
the Celina campus would be able
to altract more students.
IN ORDER TO determine whether or not a program is viable.
Norton said the regents "go by
what we call full time equiva
lences." Norton said the number
of full time equivalent students
currently enrolled at the WOBC
has fallen below 400.
The final decision to change
the status of the branch campus
is up to the Wright State Board
of Trustees. No matter what
decision thev make, the 51.6
million dollar appropriation for a
new classroom will go to the
WOBC
Future appropriation was the
subject which brought (he regents to th£ campus. The meeting held Tuesday was the first of
UrVen to be held around the state
with boards of trustees. Norton
said the meetings are being held
to continue developing all programs and services of all state
Universities in Ohio and to find a
way in which the different
schools could work together.
NORTON SAID that coopcra
tion between tne various colleges
and universities is a goal which
the regents are working towards.
He sees cooperation as a way to
cut down duplication of educational programs but he did admit
that the different types of institu-

Chaneellor James A. Norton talks with Student Caucus Chalrer
Guardian Photo/Scott Rletx
George Slderas.
said. "I think that in the next
institution you can bypass the
several years the costs arc going
paperwork which goes along with
making individual awards to the to go up."
students."
"But you have to realize that
Norton noted that the paperthe costs to the s'udent. over the
work which goes along with
past eight years have not gone
financial aid awards costs money.
up as fast as the rate of infla"I DON'T THINK that costs to
the students will decrease." he tion." he concluded.

Fairborn engineer recommends changes in road

By GAYI ON V1CKER-GuacUan Staff W riter
Changes m the treacherous
curve of North Main Campjs
Dtive. which caused five accidents last year, may be in the
offing if Wright State accepts
reoirr.ir.;"rwiations made by Fa>*born City "ngin-fer Joseph Attic
ungal.

Robert Fiancis. executive director of --smrius planning and
operations, said Arthungal has
asked for additional information,
but in a preliminary report he
"made recommendations we can
<io soon to alleviate the problems."
IN HIS recommendations Artltunga! sugg!;:>ed the curbing between the roadwi-i and the walk-

Wednesday
weather

Rain Wednesday, mixed with snow in the northern counties.
Highs Wednesday will be in the low 30s and low 40s. Rain
changing to snow Wednesday night with lows in the upper teens
and mid 20s. Highs Thursday in the mid 20s and low 30s.

editor will be named

An announcement is expected today regarding who will fill the
post of editor, of the Daily Guardian. According to several
members of the Student Media committee, the decision was made
at a meeting of the committee yesterday.
I; was explained bv those members that the committee had
decided to wait tintil all the applicants for the position had been
notified of the decision bef-re making an announcement. However,
a source close to the committee did say that the decision was the
closest the committee ever had, being decided by a margin of one
vote.

way be removed because many of
the accidents were reported to be
caused by cars striking the curbing and losing control.
"He rJso believes the road
needs to be wide: because of
vehicle speed." Francis noted.
He pointed < ut the curb's removal will add three feet after a two
and one-half inch difference in
elevation is corrected.

"Traffic is going too tast for
the radius of the curve." Francis
said. He added if the three feet
of the walkway is used to widen
the road. "We might have to do
without a walkway for awhile.
We will probably have to move
the walkway over and probably
elevate it."
FRANCIS SO TED that while a
lot of the drawings for the

operations ?.re finished, "removal of the curb cannot be done
until our crews finish snow removal." He said since the crews
are working 12-14 hours a day
now and an end to the snow looks
bleak, the removal will probably
not start until spring.
Correcting the difference in
elevation between the curb and
(see 'CAMPUS DRIVE,' page 6)

Followers."
JESUS WAS VERY conscious
of his Jewishness. and deliberately chose to preach to the
Jewish community, according to
Stendahl. Within the first generation after Christ's e.irthly
ministry, however, particularly
with Paul's influence in the
Christian movement, the new
religion was given a predominantly Gentile orientation.
Jesus' choice to begin his
ministry in Capernaum, a Jewish
town by the Sea of Galilee,
instead of the closer and larger
Gentile city of Scpphorus. reflects the conscious limits he
placed on his mission.

"He wanted to practice that
universal humanism we assign to
him." said Stendahl. "in...the
Jewish community." All through
his ministry. Jesus preached
within a Palestine "that contained a substantial Gentile presence."
FOR MORE specific examples.
Stendahl drew from the C, pels,
in particular the inci'.
Jesus and the Syro-Ph. „ian
woman in Matthew chapter 15
and the Greeks in John 12. in
both cases, Jesus expressed his
understanding that his mission
was primarily aimed at the "lost
sheep of Israel."
(see STENDA1.1.' page 5)

Harvard dean speaks on campus
By RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer

In the realm of world religions.
Christianity is usually thought of
as a faith with a strong emphasis
on missionary outreach. Jesus
himself, however, consciously
confined his ministry to his own
people, the Jews. New Testa
meet scholar Dr. Krister Stendahl told Wright State students
and faculty at his lecture here
Friday.
Stendahl. dean of Harvard's
School of Divinity, lectured on
the two forces which he believes
shaped Christianity. "The Jewishness of Jesus and his Gentile

t
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Soviet satellite disintegrates

WASHINGTON UP1-A malfunctioning Soviet military satellite
carrying a nuclear-power generator disintegrated in earth's atmosphere over northwest Canada
today and the United States
dispati Sed aiicraft to sample the
air for radioactivity, the White
House announced.
"The chances of real hazard
are small." Nation Security Affairs Zbignicw Brzezinski told
reporters at a hastily called
meeting at the White House.

"This difficulty in the space
age is completely under control."
he said. "We feel there is no
danger and in fact there may be
no contamination at all."
THE UNMANNED satellite,
designated Cosmos 954. was
launched Sept. 18. The United
States learned the spacecraft was
in trouble in December and
Brzezinski said the Soviets immediately informed a number of
nations when the craft fell into
the atmosphere.

The satellite's re-entry was
timed at 6:53 a.m. EST and
shortly after 7 i.m. President
Carter discussed the situation by
telephone with Canadian Prime
Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau.
The concern was that the
satellite's destruction caused by
the friction of air against the
spacecraft', structure would scatter radioactive material in the
atmosphere. It was not known if
any debris reached the ground.

THE NATURE of the power
source, was not known but
Brzezinski called it a "nuclear
reactor" weighing 100 pounds
and fed by uranium 235. He sail*
Air Force planes were monitoring
for radioactivity and that results
would be available within five or
six hours.
Soviet Cosmos satellites carrying nuclear generators normally
arc constructed in three actions
with the part carrying the radioactive material being boosted
into a higher orbit a? the end of

the mission, while the other two
sections return to earth. It was
believed Cosmos 954 apparently
failed tc separate.
The United States had alerted
environmental monitors of the
possibility the satellite might
return over North american and
Brzezinski said the aircraft would
"take air samples to determine
whether xr.de limited contamination might have occurred."
BENJAMIN HUBERMAN of
the National Security Council
compared the satellite's power
generator to a small uranium
bomb, saying it carried 100
pounds of enriched fuel. The
satellite "apparently broke up
and it is most likely that the
reactor itself, the nuclear fuel,
burned up in the high atmosphere."
Brzezinski said the three-bythree-foot. 100-pound satellitepowered by a small nuclear
device fed by uranium 235-"in all
probability" burned up before it
entered the earth's atmosphere.

Druggiststo carry pill warning

WASHINGTON UPI The Food
and Drug Administration today
ordered the nation's druggists to
tell women using birth control
pills not to smoke because it
substantially increases danger of
heart attack or stroke.
The warning will be carried in
a brochure and a leaflet which
must be given each patient every
time a druggist dispenses the
pill The rules take effect April 3.
"The use of birth control pills

by healthy women who do not
smoke doubles the chance of
suffering a heart attack." the
FDA said. "But the combination
of birth control pills and smoking. especially heavy smoking,
presents a far greater risk of
heart attack and other circulatory
diseases.
"PILE USERS who also sujoke
are three times more likely to die
of a heart attack or other circulatory disease than women who

take the pill but do not smoke,
and arc 10 times more likely to
die of a heart attack or circulatory disease than women who do
not use the pill and do not
smoke." it added.
The new warnings are part of a
major revision of the patient
warning which the FDA has
required since 1970. The advice
about smoking also will be included in information given doctors.

Negotiations to end the nationwide cod strike, now in its eighth
week, borke off indefinitely Tuesday. heightening the prospect
lhat hard pressed electric utilities
may run out of supplies before
the walkout ends.
A spokesman for the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service in Washington said talks
between the Unite Mine Workers
and Bituminous Coal Operators
Asviciation "blew up" about 2

a.m. Tuesday following a marathon bargaining session.
"IT REAI-LY doesn't matter
who walked to the door first."
the spokesmen said. "But we do
not anticipate a speedy resumption of talks."
Sources indicated union and
management were close to an
agreement <vhen the talks broke
down. An aide to federz.l mediation
chief
Wayne
Horvitz
acknowledged they had been

meeting into the night as part of
a "push to get a settlement."
The aide said the potential for
an agreement now was "too
badly damaged" to allow the two
sides to come togtther again in
the nest few days.

Coal strike negotiations ' damaged'

Right topie constitutional
COLUMBUS
UPI Attorney
Fred Gittes said Monday "r
Municipal Court that hitting
politician in the (ace with a pi>
even Gov. James A. lihodrs. i*
right guaranteed c-v the Fir
Aniendmcn' to the Constitution
GfTTES TOLD
Municipa
Court -tidgc >#mes Pearson tha
r
his client. "!;ve Conliff, charged
iri connection w ith hitting Rhode .

in the face witn a banana cream
pic at !h.c State Fair, had such a
right ar.l asked the assault
charge against Conliff b<. div
missed.
"I saw to commend y.ui for
luing aV-lc to present that motiot.
with a straight face." said ."car
son who t.Mik '.he motion uodei
iv.fi>,iteration. "That took cour
a
K<" "
. .

IN DEVELOPMENTS in ihe
coalfield:
—John Guzek. president of
UMW Districl 6 in eastern Ohio
and northern West Virginia, said
Tuesday he did not believe striking coal miners would return to
work even if ordered (o do so by
the federal government. Gov.
James A. P.hodes of Ohio had
asked President Carter Monday
for federal intervention in the
sirikc and said it would be a
"catastrophe" if electric utiltics
ran out o! coal.
—A spokesman for Gov.
George Wallace said Alabama
state troopers would remain in
the Mentone-arca coalfields as
long as there was a threat of
violence. The troopers used tear
gas Monday to disperse about
5<X) angry strikers, arresting 30
of them.

fl a tie Sailtj (fcuar&tan

The World
f r o m U n i t e d Press I n t e r n a t i o n a l

X,

J

Statehouse gets lift
COLUMBUS (UPD-The way has been cleared for construction of
a wheelchair lift to help the handicapped visit the Statehouse
rotunda for the first time.
The state Controlling Board Monday released SI56.000 from the
state Emergency Fund for the project.
Approval of the emergency money came after a spokesman for
the Ohio Department of Administrative Services said his agency's
current budget contains no funds for such a project.
Gov. James Rhodes earlier this month proposed spending
S212.000 for the project. There is currently no way of getting
wheelchair-bound persons to the rotunda without carrying them
upstairs.

OFU backs land bill
COLUMBUS (UP1)—The Ohio Farmers Union is on record in favor
of legislation designed to keep speculators from grabbing up Ohio
farmland for investment purposes.
A representative for the union told the Ohio Senate Agriculture
Committee Tuesday that unless such speculation is controlled,
family farmers in Ohio will become tenants or "sharecroppers."
Charles Nash of Ottawa. Ohio, executive director of the OFU.
said his orgination favors the House-passed bill prohibiting real
estate investment trusts from investing in. managing or operating
farmland.
"PASSAGE OF THIS legislation will make it clear that Ohio
supports the family farmer." said Nash, adding that family
farmers have historically been "good stewards" of the land.
"Will the investors be as concerned with their investments?" he
asked.
"We have to stop these investment and trust schemes from
buying up large blocks of land on tax-free status, or it will make
tenants of the family farmers."
Nash said if an investment trust is held legal, such devices could
be used to buy all of Ohio's prime farmland.
Sen. Jerome Stano, D-Parma, committee chairmai., said the bill
will be held over another week to deal with clarifying language on
trusts for individuals owning farms.

Erie ice halts freighters
CLEVELAND (UPD-The Coast Guard hoped its polar icebreaker
Northwind would be able to escort four Great Lakes freighters
through the thick Lake Erie ice to the Cleveland-Cuyahoga Count
port today.
The Frantz. Norton, Oglcb?y and W.G. Mather were unable to
move about five miles out in the lake. One member of the convoy,
the Cliffs Victory, arrived earlier this week because it was the most
powerful of the ships
THE SHIPS started for Cleveland Wednesday from a rendezvous
point in the Detroit River with their cargoes of iron o'e from the
northern lakes region.
The .1 Burton Ayres, another ore boat, is stuck in the ice at Pclee
Passage and the Northwind is to bring it to Cleveland after the
others arrive.
That is expected to end the shipping season, which extended
longer than usual this year because of the iron ore miners' strike in
Minnesota and Michigan.
A CREWMAN aboard a stranded ore freighter was brought
ashore bv a Coast Guard helicopter Monday so he could return
home to be with his wife, who h»0 suffered a heart attack.

PERMONTH

For plasma donations.

p plasma alliance
Open Dally Plus 4 Evenings
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Armco has bad year

COLUMBUS. O H I O (UPI)- John

WHEN VIEWERS were asked if

Dean interviewed by a television

they (bought the Nixon Admini-

M I D D L E T O W N . Ohio (UPI)—
William Verity, chairman of

audience Tuesday night via a
unique cable TV system-and the
former legal counsel to President

stration was corrupt. 73 percent
responded " y e s " 18 percent said
" n o " and 9 percent had no
opinion.

Richard Nixon was surprised by
the audience's opinions.
Dean was interviewed over

When asked if the Nixon Administration was more corrupt
than administrations of other

Q U B E . a cable system owned by
Warner Cable. Inc.. which features a two-way system between
the station's headquarters in
Columbus and each subscriber.

House
approves
benefits

stration wasn't corrupt must
have been up a tree between
1970 and 1974.
"YOI

H A V E TO R E M E M B E R

that most of them went to j a i l . "
said Dean, who served four

live interview said " n o . "
T H A T RESPONSE surprised

months of a one-to-four-vearsentence in late 1973 and early
1974 for a guilty plea in connec-

Dean. 39. a native of

Tuesday gave final congressional
approval of a ta* on coal to pay
tor black lung benefits, a key

Dean. Dean added that anyone
who thinks the Nixon Admini-

presidents, 54 percent of the
Q U B c subscribers tuned to the

Akron.

Ohio.
He said his research indicated

W A S H I N G T O N (UPI) The House

" I t ' s illegal activities became
standard procedure during the
Nixon A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . " said

tion

with

Watergate-related

Armco Steel Corp., said today
1977 was a "disastrous year for
steel" but predicted an improvement in 1978 if steel imports can
be reduced.
Verity, in a statement accompanying
an
Armco
earning
report, said the most significant
factor in (he future for steel w i l l
be whether reference pricing can
reduce i m p o n s (o (he s(a(ed goal
of 12 (o 14 percent of the U.S.
market.

that other presidents had. as did
Nixon, authorized allegedly illegal activities by the FBI. IRS

crimes.
Responding to call-in questions.
Dean said he was not qualified to
gauge whether Nixon was

and other branches of the federal
government, but " I couldn't f i n d

" p s y c h o t i c , " as suggested by a
viewer, but did say Nixon was " a

steel, and we're determined to
cooperate in any way we can to
force foreign nations to quit their

that all that dirty linen that made
Watergate look c l e a n . "

very confusing man-as complex
as I've ever k n o w n . "

unfair
said.

" T H I S PROGRAM reflects a
major
breakthrough
in
our
government's attitude
toward

dumping

here."

Verity

" O u r steel operations are f u l l y
ximpetitive f r o m a coat and
eehnologv standpoint. We believe our massive capital expendturcs in steel for modernization
.nd pollution control over the
past years have placed A r m c o
Steel operations in a position to
:akc f u l l advantage of any new
growth in steel m a r k e t s . "
The earning report said strong
performances from its machinery. manufacturing and service
businesses, plus partial recovery
in steclmaking operations, made
Armco's fourth quarter earnings
he strongest of (he year and
•rough! 1977 earnings close to
976.
PRELIMINARY unaudited re.ults show Armco earned SI 19.8
nillion or S3.80 per share of
ommon stock on sales last year
of S3.5 billion.

FREE&EASY

provision of legislation stalled in
a
House-Senate
conference
committee.
The tax provision of the measure, approved By voice vote, will
not go into effect until the overall
bill revamping the black lung
benefits program is cleared by
Ihe conference
T H E TAX measure was lifted

Increase your reading speed as much as 100%!

out of the overall bill and acted
on separately at the demand ofl
Sen. Russell Long. D-la.. who
said it involved revenue-raising
and must come under tax w r i t i n g
committee jurisdiction.
Hie version approveJ Tuesday
would impose a 50-ccnt-a-to« tax
on coal from underground mines

Cnris
Walsh,
Engineering
"It's really b o r i n g f o r e a d (he w a y
m o s t p e o p l e are t a u g h t T h i s way.
y o u l o o k at a p a g e o f print - yoi.
see t h e w h o l e p a g e It's g r e a t ' "

and 2S cents on Ihat f r o m surface
mines, l i g n i t e coal would be
exempted from the tax because
of its limited availability.
The amount of the tax could not
exceed ? percent of the per-ton
price of coal when it is sold.
REP. C A R ! PERKINS, D - K y . J
chairman of :he House Education!
and Lubor Committee and a key
member of the conference committee, said the tax would provide about

$92 million

in

re-i

venues in the first year of
operation and climb to an aver-1
age of J100 million a veavj
thereafter.
imposition of the coal tax as the I
main source cf revenue for block j
lung benefits was finally agreed |
on in H e House and Senate as si
substitution for the past practice i
of

financing

(mm
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J en I Maiara,
Student
I had C's in hnjh school
After livtlyn Wixid Reading
Dynamics. I was able
t o nvv.it
an A average"

tax

revenues.
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—
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Jim Creighton,
Student
"li s easy Once you
know h o w to d o il. i('«
super easy!"

Richard
St. Laurent,
Teacher
I was skepdcal. bu( now I'm
reading around LMCK' words a
minute Puts yoa that m u c h
ahead of everyone else

All it fiikes is one free lesson and you can zip through homework a lot faster. In fact,
you can cut your study time almcrt in half! Hard to believe? Put us to the test. Come
and discover the secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration, greater
comprehension. These copyrighted techniques, taught in over 300 cities throughout the
U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. It's fun. It works.
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Place your
display or
classified
ad in

John Futch,
Law Student
"With 6 0 brief', a week, the
average s(uder,( lakes all week
l o prepare for class In an
evening. I'm finished"

Get it while its still free!
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Board meddles
Last Monday the Student Budget Board turned down a request
from Wright Slate's radio station. WWSV. The request would
have transferred S4I0 from one WWSV budget to another. Budget
Board denied WWSV on the basis that other needs at the station
might he more pressing, and told WWSV to reassess its situation.
This is another in a series of decisions handed down by the
Budget Board that seem to male no sense at all. If anyone is in a
position to know what is needed at the radio station, it ought to he
the people who staff it. How many of the board members know
anything at all about the internal workings of a radio station?
The money was left over from WWSV's budget for last year,
and would have gone toward purchasing equipment which would
boost the station 's power. If there is anything more that is needed
at WWSV. it is not apparent to most listeners.

Another nuisance

Wright State Vniversity gained SKO.OOO in revenue last year
through its drop/add fee. This was money left over from the SIO
that is charged for processing a drop/add. According to WSV
registrar Lou Faulkner, the actual cost of processing that change is
closer to two dollars.
When the Vniversity finds its expenses rising faster than its
income, it finds another charge to lay on its students. While the
Vniversity readily advertises what it feels to be low tuition, it is not
so quickly pointed out that there is a drop fee that is 500 per cent
what it ought to be, taxes for late and mass registration, and other
nuisance fees that do accomplish little other than generating
income.
All of this comes at a time when WSV has a surplus of S2I9.000
from last year. If the Vniversity running at such an efficent rate,
the SKO.OOO from the drop/add fees certainly won't be missed. At
any rate most s'.udents can ill afford lo have hidden costs tacked
onto the cost of their education.

When you're
throuqh...

AND THf: RCT THAT I
Pl&ICiy C4U.ED VOU AN
INCOMPETENT,

By R. L. Metcalf

Country returns to rock

Many of the young people in the area have
grown up listening to country-western music,
but have claimed rock as their form of
self-expression. Yet the influence of C-W is
apparent in many of the rock performers who
are popular: Neil Young. Jackson Browne,
Linda Ronstadt, John Prine, the Eagles, the
Marshall Tucker Band, Pure Prairie League,
and a good number of others.
1 spent an evening backstage at the Margo
Smith/Sonny James/Conway Twitty concert
last Friday at Memorial Ha'.i. It provided an
insight into what country music is now. and
how it has influenced, and been influenced by.
rock music.
MARGO SMITH feels C-W'* popularity is
due to its authenticity. "It tells stories of
real-life situations and that's why. 1 think, it's
something people can relate to. That's what
country music is—it tells a story' and it tells all
the bad points of life and all the great points."
The lires between country-western and rock
or pop arc becoming blurred as artists like
Linda Ronstadt and Crystal Gayle make records
which cross over from the charts in their
respective fields to another style.
" ! reallv think that country is becoming a lot
more modernized." said Smith. "If you listen
to the country music of the 50's and now the
70's, it's a lot different type of music, it's more
modern; and that's why so many people like
it."
SMITH'S OWN CURRENT single, Don t
Break the Heart that Loves You. is receiving
play on middle-of-the-road and pop stations. "I
didn't try for that." she said. "I just tried for a
modem country sound and ,'uckily enough...it's
getting a lot of MOR play, and a little pop play.
This is the first record, however, that I've had"
•vhk'h gained crossover airpla>.
Sonny James, who recorded an album
-milled 200 fears of Country Music, attributes
the in .-reascd popularity of c-w among younger
i .-ople to the casual attitudes evident in
popular styles of dress.
"Our kind of music is casual music. It's very
simple, and I think ti has an awful lot of
feeling. It's rot taught, such as classical
music—! appreciate classical music. I love all

kinds of music—but for communicating with
people...this is why you have such a mass of
people enjoying country today."
THERE ARE MANY kinds of music which
fall into the country category. "Much of it."
James said, "is not the traditional country...
Today you have everything from Bill Monroe to
Linda Ronstadt. Merle Haggard, Ronnie Milsap
—you have all th; different ones that are nowbeing called country. So you have an awful lot
of variety...Maybe variety is good, but I think,
to a certain extent, a great deal of traditional
country may be losing its identity as we know
it." he said.
"Now you hear country music on MOR
stations, you hear MOR music on country
stations. So it's very hard to tell country
stations anymore." James said.
Music, and the labels we attach to it. has
changed over the years, causing this variety
and the danger to traditional forms of country.
Many times the labels given to music,
according to James, depend on who's speaking
about it. Country influenced music in the 50*5
and was termed rockabilly. "That's before Alan
Freed thought of the term 'rock and roll.' That
music rockabilly is called country music today."
THERE ARE INTERESTING differences between country music and rock music. A
member of one of the bands stated that he was
anxious to return to the studio. Each performance. he said, was a repetition of the same
notes, while studio work allowed him the
freedom to be creative. "Actually." he stared,
"it's just the opposite of rock music" in that
respect.
Touring seems to be the one thing that is the
same for any band, rock or C-W. Charlie,
guitarist in Conway Twitty's band, described
typical concert hafts with drab, lesa-thanglamourous dressing rooms.
Another musician said. "I wish 1 were a
writer-other than a songwriter-sometimes. If I
could write aobut what it's like to be a picker
on the road-it'd be a hard job. but it would
sure be some story!"
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To FIND A Guy W
COULD COME IN N1GHB
AND SATURDAY MORNINGS.

COLUMBUS (UPD- Gov. James
A Rhodes said Monday that
"positive federal action" was the
only way to solve the sevenweek-old United Mine Workers
of America strike against soft
coal operators.

"While Ohio has taken steps
to protect our citizens and stretch
the available coal supply, I be-

R.L. Metcalf is in her second year as The
Daily Guardian music writer.

to end strike

lieve the only real solution to
averting a catastrophe rests principally with positive federal
action ''
Rhodes said he was writing
Carter to advise the president of
the status of the coal supply
problem in Ohio. Rhodes said the
state's electric utilities, which
use coal to generate 95 percent of
the state's electric power, will bit

down to between 50 and 80 days
of coal supply by the end of the
week.
"DUE TO THE inevitable time
required to restore full coal
production and delivery to generating facilities. Ohio faces a
potential crisis in electrical generating production if the current
labor dispute is not settled," said
Rhodes.
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-By E. L. Stager

St en da hi

(continued from page 1)
Stendahl slated that the content of Jesus' message also
reflected his awareness of his
Jewishness. "The Sermon on the
Mount," he noted, "contains
absolutely nothing that is unJewish...nothing that hadn't or
couldn't have been said by the
sages in the Iewish community."
Many feel, said Stendahl, that
the epitome of Jesus' teaching
was the "golden rule" as found
in Matthew 7:12. The same idea,
however, was expressed by
Hillel. a great Jewish teacher
who lived about a generation or
so before Jesus.
MANY PEOPLE CLAIM that
Jesus' stating of the rule was
innovative because it is stated in
positive
terms
("Do
unto
others..."). The trouble is the
early church also quoted the
version that was stated in the
negative. If the Golden Rule's
positive statement was unique
Stendahl said, "then at least the
early Church didn't figure that
one out."
Actually nearly all religions
have nutshell ethical statements
like the Goldent Rule. "Every
religion that claims to deal with
ethics," said Stendahl, "eventually comes out somewhere in
Golden Rule country."
Stendahl summed up the sermon by saying "the kindom of
God is at hand; therefore, now
let us practice, because of the
times, what we knew was always
God's will."
The Jewishness of Jesus is
also evident in the Lord's
Prayer—a prayer which "contains nothing that a Jewish person couldn't say with a clean
conscience." according to Stendahl. The Lord's Prayer was the
one prayer, he added, that the
early church "didn't have the
guts to tamper with." bv concluding with "in the name of
Jesus Christ."
The irony behind the Lord's
Prayer, he claims, is that Jesus'
followers asked for a prayer that
they could use to distinguish
them from other people, as John
the Baptist gave his followers.
Instead. Jesus "gave them e
prayer that didn't set hem spart.
but firmly lodged them u: the
Jewish romn.uaity ' 'Stendahl
said.
BESIDES THE apparent scope
of Jesus' mission, tnd the content of his message. Stendahi
further cited Jesut manner of
critiquing his society »J being
very Jewish. Although hb judgements were often less sharp than
those of ths Essenes er even the
Pharisees. Jesus was in the
Hcorew Phophetic tradition in
his critique.
J e w s ' comparison of himseVf
to a r.rthef hen trying to gather

the lost chicks under his wings
bears a similarity to the prophet
Amos, according to Stendahl.
"Maybe Jesus was a prophet." Stendahl said, "because
the mark of a prophet of doom is
that they pray like mad that
they'll be proven wrong." We
said that was why Jonah had
trouble; he was afraid that God
would not destroy Nineva as he
had prophesied, and thus his
prophetic ego would be damaged.
STENDAHL SAID that while
Jesus was very much in the
tradition of Old Testament prophets and moral teachers of his
time, "something happened on
the way to the Vatican." The
Christian movement left the Jewish community, and "that changed the whole ball game."
The entire tone of the Christian movement changed when the
Gentiles assumed control. One of
the changes, r.oted Stendahl, was
that the Jewish community was
viewed with suspicion because of
its role in Christ's crucifixion.
The attitude that "it's better
for one man to die rather than let
the whole community perish."' is
not a Jewish idea at all. said
Stendahl. "1 hear the whole
administrative body throughout
the ages, saying that. "It happened to played out in the Jewish
arena, but it's human to the
hilt!"
THE SHIFT FROM Jewishness
to Gentile-ness initially produced
a degree of antisemitism. The
first person to give this problem
great consideration was Paul,
who Stendahl called "the only
theologian of the bunch."
Paul was able to discern,
around the first half of the first
century, that the Gentile Christians were beginning to take a
haughty attitude towards the
Jews. In his letter to the church
in Rome. Paul first tries to
correct this attitude by stating
that he himself, the Apostle to
the Gentiles, would go so far as
to endure hell itself if it would
bring his Jewish Brothers to the
Kingdom.
"That's taking on pretty heavy
language," noted Stendahl. "but
that's because he wants to make
known that he has this urge."
STENDAHL SAID £.at before
hi was through with the litter to
the Romans, however. Paul was
"saying tha: maybe God has
other pla :v. maybe he'i Morv
mysterious...(that) one doesn't
sell Jesus as one sells toothpaste."

ABORTION
General Anatteoia
Ruvest Merfisai Off*
Available ToS Pi*. 9 9
l-30(M.»^Oa

He was a wry unusual baby.

THE OMEN

January 27 & 28
6:30 - 8:25 -10:20 pm
1 \ 2 Oelraan
Cost • $ 1

Potpourri isn't filling
Last week E. L. Stager sorted her mental file
cabinet which was filled with topics for this
column. Some ideas were discarded, some were
given to fellow journalists, and some were filed
for future use. The following JS a potpourri of
topics which didn't rank with those deserving
an entire column, but they did warrant at least
a paragraph.
The first subject was things that a millionaire
would not buy. Among them were Linda Blair's
recipe for pea soup and Fwman Polanski's
babysitting services. The list could go on. but
in good taste, it won't.
THE SECOND idea, which was rolled and
tossed into the garbage can. was about why the
United States hasn't put a woman in the oval
office yet. Although, according to one male
chauvinist, that just isn't true; the cleaning
lady goes in it everyday. Another male said,
"look, if a woman was president, she'd declare
war every month, drop the bomb, and then sit
around and cry about it for a week." That topic
was discarded because the National Organisation for Women and well-known feminists arc
doing more to change that than any feature
writer could ever attempt.
Another subject that didn't make it was the
thoughts thai go through a student's mind as
he or she stands in the check out line at the
book store. That didn't work because no one
ponders thoughts at that time. The only
thought that goes through one's mind then is.

"Am I really going to have to promise my first
born child to pay for these?"
Two more ideas thr.! failed were actually a
list and a song. The song was "Fifty Ways to
Hurt Your Lovei."
Just kick him in the can, Fran
Starve him to death, Beth
You don't need to be fair. Claire
Just do it for laughs
Say you prefer pot. Dot
You don't need to rehcrsc much
Just chop off his leg. Peg
And do it for laughs
Fifty ways to hurt vour lover...
THE LIST was the seven warning signs of
electrocution:
1. Smoke from the ears
2. Smoke from the nose
J. A strong smell of flesh burning
4. Clothes setting on fire for no apparent
reason
5. Fingernails melting
6. A humming noise in the head
7 Appendages shaking
The final and perhaps the most intellectual
ilea for an article was the one tragic flaw found
in all men. Previously, only aged philosophers
nd bearded scholars attempted this subject,
nit after years of careful research and
•bservation. a young unbearded woman found
the answer: they leave the toilet seat up
everytime.

\CCpresents the 1978 Winter Fes t

'Bluegrass and Beer'
Jan. 27,7:30U.C. Cafeteria
featuring: Cooper Dodge
Catherine David
Geno the Clown
free admission

mist be at least 18
ANTIQUITIES DAY
Saturday,Feb 4, 1978
9:00am-4:30 pm.
Spec ial perfenmance of the
Wright State University
Theatre's production of
Sophocle s OEDIPUS THE KING
and COMEDY OF HARLEQUIN at
2:00 pm.
Illustrated talk about
'Venus and Hor Loves' by
Eugene B. Cantelupe, Dean
of the College of Liberal Arts,
at9:45am.
Contests and Workshops.
For tickets ($2.00 apiece) and
information call the Department o£
Classics extension 3062.
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Queen pans disco and punk rock

By R. I. METCALF
Guardian Music Writer
Queen has been al it again,
this time producing an LP featuring a wide variety of styles,
including send-ups of disco and
punk music.
"News of the World. " is
something of a departure fr>m
Queen's usual painstakingly polished albums, as it was, knocked
off in the amazingly short time
(for Queen) in eight weeks.
ANOTHER DIFFERENCE is
the absence of the till-now ubiquitous boast--"No synthesiz-

ers!" Not terribly important,
perhaps, but interesting in light
of their fanatical avoidance of
synthesized music, and their
pride in that fanaticism.
The album opens with their
two-song hit. We will Rock You/
We Are the Champions. The
music adds muscle to the arrogance of ihc lyrics. These are the
most arrogant songs Queen has
done since The Seven Seas of
Rhye fr-Si Queen II, This cockiness is infused with wit (an
arrogant wit. naturally), as in
Champions Freddie Mercury proclaims:

0ailu (&uarbinn

"You've brought me fame and
fortune
And everything that goes with
it1 thank you al'~
But it's teen no bed of roses...."

take-offs of the Beatles (his
opening lines incorporate those
of / Saw Her Standing There\ and
the Who (he lifts the stutter
Daltrry used in the original punk
anthem. My Generation],

ground- uniike this song.
Two of guitarist Brian May's
compositions deal with ended
love affairs. "It's Lace is a rocker
featuring May's unique, excellent guitar work and the overdubbed Mercury harmonics that
Queen is known for.

DRUMMER TAYLOR also per
forms Fight from the Inside.
another solid rocker. It could also
.iil DEAD, ALL DEAD is
be interpreted as a song about beautifully melancholy, but its
the punk movement, or any melancholy is mote morbid than
protest singer who plans to "set the kind that show s up in Freddie
things to rights" but accomplish- Mercury's earlier ethereals songs
es nothing more than becoming such as You Take My Breath
"another picture on a teenage Away and Love ,f My Life. This
wall."
song features one of May's
Get Down. Make Love, one of orchestrated guitar solos.
the three Mercury tunes on the
Bass player John Deacon conalbum, is a disco parody. It has tributes two songs to the album,
an intriguing hypnotic beat, mak- both featuring Mercury on lead
ing it effective as disco as well as
vocals. Who Needs You is a
a parody on disco, The lyrics suit
Latin-flavored song which feathe primal beat a bit too well- tures superb acoustic guitar work
they go beyond clever double-en- by Deacon and May. Spread
tendre to unnecessary c. ;ide- Your Wings is a ballad about a
ness. True, most disco songs arc young dreamer wno is restless in
SADAT MADE it to Israel... ! crude, but usually the lyrics to a his dull, dead-end job. Wings
HOW AtOUT YOU? Israeli j disco song arc unintelligible, like many of Deacon's tunes, is a
with vocals mixed into the back- warm, tender > >ng.
Government offers subsidized
trips. Israel Programs, 1580
Summit.
Cincinnati,
OH
45237. (513) 761-7500. 12-22- j
1) What happens to cancelled classes? Are they rescheduled?
3-10
Vhcrc is no University policy concerning the rescheduling of
GET DOWN at Winter Fest.
cancelled
classes. It is therefore up to the department or individual
Jan 27 at 6:30 in the U.C. j
instructor to reschedule classes or make up work.
cafeteria. Enjoy such '.-maul;
ers as Cooper Dodge. Geno
2) What stations are notified of weather related closing affecting
the Clown, and Catherine •
WSU?
David. (Sponsored bv ICC) :
All of the Dayton television and radio stations (including WVUD)
1-23
arc notified of any University related closings as soon as decisions
1 WORK till you're satisfied:;
are made. Radio stations and newspapers in the Springfield and
Major discounts to student
Xenia areas are also notified by the University. The individual
and faculty for quality room
branch campuses of WSU notify their local radio and television
remodelling and home imstations.
provement. Call John Herr

Roger Taylor's Sheer Heart
Attack is a beatiful punk parody,
a protest song that doesn't really
have anything to say. It has the
dense sound, centered on «
rather crude guitar riff, which
has become an identifying mark
of many New Wave (punk)
songs. He also gets in his clever

Classified Am
For Sale
FOR SALE: Pioneer QX Mo
four channel receiver with
four air suspension speakers
for $350. Call 878-9532 after
J:00 or leave a note in box
Q60. I 18
NF.W h Track, fully equipped
tascam studio open for production. Includes DBX noise
reduction, limiting, and professional engineering and
misdown. low rales with
disc-quality recording. For
more info call Steve at 8780187. 123

Automotive
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevy Van.
Excellent
condition.
SI,800.00, call Beverly at 864
1365. 1-23
FOR SALE: 19'4 Kawasaki
250, Excellent condition. 5000
miles, must sell. 222-028-4.
I 18
FOR SALE: 1174 Chrysler
Imperial Le Baron. Blue exterior blue vinyl top blue velour
interior new brakes. PS I'B
PW cruise control CB. I'ses
regular gas $2000.00 . all Jim
at 840-0341. I 23
FOR SALE: Parting out a 1969
VW. If you need VW parts
• all 222 0284. 118

Housing
LOOKING FOR someone who
ne-ds nvimmaie to share so'
or hoasc. Can split costs work
full-time. Call Tom. 433 5710,
after f p.m. 1-23
ROOMS: Female roommate
needed to share Vi rent.
Bonnie Villa Apt Cell Mindy
at 726-2973. 1-23
ROOMS: House rental, un; furnish 3-bedroom house tor
rent. Immediate occupancy.
| Yellow Springs. 767-336!.
11-18-4

Lost & Found
;
j
i
j

LOST AND FOUND: Found
on campus a small female
grayish tabby cat. Has injured
leg. If yours, call 426-7354.

LOST AND FOUND: LOST;
Female German short-haired
pointer; 8 months old; brown
and white: very friendly: answers to the name "Oakie:"
lost around the riding club
Call 873-3121. 1-23

Wanted
RIDE NEEDED to W.S.U. on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings for 8:15 class. Will help
on gas. Call before 5:00 p.m..
873-2332 for Kay or 276-5513
in the evenings. 1 1A
HELP WANTED: Need a ride
to Huber Heights. Chambersburg. Troy Pike area. On
Mon.. Wed., Thurs.. Fri. Will
help with gas. Contact Tom,
mailbox OI41. 1-16
1 WOULD like a ride to and
from Xenia to the campus.
Schedule would be 10 a.m.-I
p.m. M. T. W. F, and 10-1
Thurs.'' Willing to share gas
expenses. Sharon. 372-8t>44
I 12
WANTED: Handball opponent to play once or twice
weekly. Learning player. Call
878-7359 for Don. I-23

Miscellaneous
CONTACT LENS wearers:
Save on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Sind for
free illustrated catlog. Contact
Lens Supplies. Box 7453.
Phoenix.
Arizona
85011.
1-23-2
WHO CAN help you untangle
your University problems?
The Ombudsman can! Stop by
our office. 192 Allyn Hall,
9:00 AM-7:00 PM Monday A
Tuesday. 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Weds. A Thursday. 9:00 AM
2:00 PM Friday, (or by ap
pointmc.it;. 1-3
GAY STUDENTS: Any gay
students interested in having
a coalition here at WSU let us
know by dropping a line in
mailbox 1248. Those who want
to get involved at the grass
root level of organizing such a
coalition please leave your
first name and either your box
number or phone number.
1-23

Ask us questions

Construction
112

Co.

252-3608.

TV RECEPTION bad. missed
the Super Bowl cause of 4
images. Need a new antenna.
We've got 5 yes. Experience
installing. Leave note in K374
or call 1-324-4985. ask for
Paul. 1
WATCH OUT for UCB's Disco Nite. Saturday. Jan. 28.
from 8:30 to 12:30. in the Rat.
Come on out and Boogie
Down!! 1-23
TYPING: Fast, accurate service. IBM pica. Experienced
in theses, dissertations, articles & hooks for publication.
Mrs. Walker 426-7094. 1-23
ICC PRESENTS the 1978
Winter Fest on Jan. 27 «; 6:30
in the U.C. cafeteria. Come
*>n down for fun and excitement. 1-23

Personals
ALPHA XI Pledges: Keep up
! the fantastic work girls!
i we're :he best!!! 1-23
j TO THE yellow Volkswagon
i with black bumpers and
j stripes: 1 followed you down
Col. Glenn Fri. morning and
your left rear lire wobbles.
Better have it checked before
it falls off. l-i8
TO THE. Alpha Xi Delta
Pledges: Thanks for the great
time we had Sunday! What a
night! 1-23

3) I am an uppcrclass student. How can 1 get tutoring assistance
for one of my classes?
•\ tutor may be detained by any WSU student for any class
offered by the University. This may be done by contacting the
Tutoring Service in 131 Student Services, ext. 2945
4) Where do I go to gel a transcript?
Transcripts may be obtained from the Office of the Registrar in
145 Allyn. ext. 2061. The transcript fee is $2 per request and 50
cents for each additional copy made at the same time. Allow
approximately three weeks for processing at the end of the
quarter.
ASK US QUESTIONS is provided as a service to WSU students by
the Office of Student Development. Additional questions or
information may be addressed to the General Information Center,
ext. 2310 or the Office of Student Development. 122 Allyn Hall,
ext. 2711.

Help w a n t e d
If you w ould like to increase
your income, and also work in
a young and pleasant environment. come and see us about
a position at the Boar's Head
Restaurant. We are presently
looking for applicants immediately to fill a number of full
and part time positions (and
you may be the right person
for the job.) W,- are located in
Trotwood, right across the
street from the Salem Mall.
Interviews held Mon-Fri from
2-4 p.m.
The Boar's Head, a nice
place to work.

Campus drive—
(continued from page 1)
the walkway will have to wait
until spring he noted. The difference will be corrected with asphalt. which doesn't set well in
cold weather.
FRANCIS POINTED out that
these arc only preliminafy recommendations and Arthungal
has "asked for additional drawings of the area and our crews
have been working on those
drawings."
These improvements would,
ever, "make the design of
curve match existing traffic
onditions," Francis said.
He previously said the roadway is designed for the posted 35
mile an hour speed limit.
"1 can only think of one
improvement, which is for people
to slow down (to 35)," said
Francis.
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SportS

SCOpG

Those Wright Stale supporters who saw Saturday night's game
in the physical education building against Akron saw the Raiders
add another victory to an impressive season. And if they looked a
little closer, they might have seen a phenomenon that has been
occuring with more and more frequency in recent years—poor
officiating.
There has always been controversy surrounding the quality of
officiating in all sports whether amateur or professional, but with
the expanded television coverage that all types of sports have
received recently, there has been more attention focused on the
officials.
INSTANT REPLAY has no doubt added to the dilemma, but as
fans become more and more sophisticated, it doesn't take instant
replay to catch a lot of the obvious errors that are being made.
Why does it seem to be happening more and more frequently? It
is most probably a function of numbers alone. As the enthusiasm
for all sports continues to grow in the U.S., more and more
officials are needed to handle the expanded number of contests
being waged. And as more and more people join the ranks of the
officials, the quality is bound to drop significantly.
Saturday night's game is a good example of the most common
discrepancy in otficial rulings; inconsistency. In basketball, the
most controversial calls usually are the offensive foul and the
blocking call. These are almost purely a matter of the officials
judgement, and consequently they are usually met with a great
deal of heated debate from coaches and fans alike.
WHAT CONSTITUTES ar. offensive foul is not the real problem.
'Tie problem is that many officials do not make the same ruling
y"'ilh any consistency. An official who consistently ruled in favor of

by John Salyer

Grapplers
place fifth

the offensive player would be acceptable only if he ruled the same
way all the time. What outrages fans and coaches alike is seeing a
charging foul called on their team, and then exactly the same type
of play be called differently a few minutes later.
It becomes even more disturbing when it involves championship
professional games where great deals of money are involved.
When Oakland played Denver in the AFC championship, there was
a call that might, well have decided the game. Instant replay later
confirmed what the Raiders coach felt at the time, that Denver had
clearly fumbled the ball near the goal. Nevertheless, the head line
official ruled that it was not a fumble. This allowed Denver to
retain possession and.score an important touchdown
SOME MIGHT contend that a single play does not determine
the outcome of a sports contest, but I strongly disagree. Anyone
who watches sports with more than a passing interest knows that
momentum is an extremely important aspect of any game. And a
single call, such as the one in the Denver-Oakland game can
completely turn around the momentum of a game.
The overall problem is complex and has no easy simple answer.
In the realm of professional sports where staggering sums of
money are involved, the use of several instant replay cameras and
a group of officials to immediately review controversial calls should
be fully investigated for its feasability.
A more rigid system of training and selecting officials might also
prove very helpful. One thing seems certain, in the professional
sports arena, where fan violence is becoming more and more
difficult to manage, something needs to be done. And if something
isn't done, then all sports will suffer equally, not just the overpaid
professionals.

By JOHN SALYER
Guardian Sports Wilter

Magic Show, Falcons fly tolM forefront
and Smoke Your Meat follow up
the red league with a record of
0-1. The Shelves have forfeited.

By SUSAN OPT
Guardian Staff Writer

After two nights Intramural
Burger's Team and the Bruins
basketball play D.B. Falcons,
and Bobby's Magic Show have hold second and third in the
yellow
league, starting the seapulled out in front of their
respective
red
and
yellow son 1-0, followed by Phi Kappa
leagues with 2 wins and no Tau. Haughey Roundballers.
Smoke Stacks Plus and Chokers,
losses.
all 0-1 for the season.
Also leading their leagues are
IN THE blue league shoes
the Mung Brothers (blue league)
and F. I. D. C. (green league) United and Youtz Team are tied
1-0 with VEO Box Turtles not
with one win and no losses.
playing anv games yet.
TAKING SECOND and third
The Peanut Butter Conspiracy,
place in the red league are Run
& Gun and the Bucks with a Big Daddy Stuffers and Beta
Theta Pi rank 5th, 6th, and 7th,
record of '-0.
Irwin Roundballers, NADS, respectively with no wins and

one loss.
Pi Kappa Phi stands second in
the green league 1 -0, followed by
The Pharoahs 1-0, Great Lakes
0-0, Chemwipes 0-1, Wo Jo's
0-1. and Dunson Supply Co. 0-1.
THE B'.SKETBAI.L teams will
be on the courts again tonight.
Alumni Basketball standings
for Jan 2.1 show the Flamegio
ahead with 2 wins and no losses,
followed by Spe-<rvm 2-0, NR for

Alumni Players 2-0, C. C. S. B.
W. B. 1-1, Beta Phi Omega 1 1,
Run & Gun 1-1. and Free Spirits
1-1.
Trailing in the alumni standings are the Mung Brothers 0-1,
The Over the Hill Gang 0-1.
Yesterday's Stars 0-2 and Guns
of the Past 0-2.
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
will open their season tonight.

/r

12X42636

TONITE AT
7:00-8:40-10:30

118 Jim Kordik
150 Rusty Hafer
142 I.arry McCune
167 Jim Parsons
134 Garv Wise
126 Eugene Wright
158 Dave Fullenkamp
• 77 Jay Erhart
190 Steve Hottle

NIMAl

C I N E M A II
PAGE MANORS
I TONITE AT 7.35-9:40

uniting (or quick lit favorites? I h c Kroger Deli is
your answer with many varieties ol salads, lunthmeals sliced to order and desserts.
19/a
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ADVERTISED
ITEM POLICY

cum

fi'iisTvtftton
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C I N E M A II

ClNfcMA I
TONITE AT 7:00-9:40

i j « h n l lhe%c a d v e r t i s e d i t e m s i»
required lu be r r j d i l t avai'ahle
tor vale i n o a t h k m g e r store
c t c e p l as %pe« l i l t J I I . n o t e d «n t h i s
a d I I «*t d ' . c u * o u t «»l j n a d v e r
•ised -K-nj
Mill n i l r r >ou your
<h4»i«r o l j c o m p a r a b l e i l c m w h e n
•iv a i l a h l r r e f l e c t i n g t h e s j m e sav
t r i g * o r K«*O » ' • « a rarnc HIM k w hie h
Mill erit:|le y o u l u purchase the
a d w i l i M ' d i t e m at t h e a d v e r t i s e d
p r u e w i t h i n IO d i v i

COUPON COUPON COUPON
0

20 OFF

ON fHE PURCHASE Of
ONE D02EN IN STORE BAKED

Fresh Cookies

SAVE 30;
uKlunn*'

1

GEORGE
BURNS
M «.(»' » »»
H
5#rj

*

^
JOHN
DENVER
'

15-1-1
12-5-1
12-5
11-4-1
10-6
8-3
8-6-2
2-3
1-7

DELI
BAKERY

ALL NEW PAGE MANOR CINEMAS I & 2

CINEMA I

The Wright State University
wrestling squad saw action this
weekend at the Anderson Invitational Wrestling Tournament in
Anderson. Indiana.
In a field of 11 teams, the
Raiders placed a respectable 5th
place with a team score of 35 '/<
points. Ball State took first place
with 77 % points.
JUNIOR JIM KORDIK continued his outstanding season by
capturing the 118 title with a
victory over Todd Hollingsworth
of Ball State by a score of 10-4.
Kordik's record now stands at
15-1-1.
Raider Rusty Hafer finished in
second place in the 150 pound
class after losing to Ball State's
Bob Russo. 13-11.
THE RAIDERS record now
stands at 6 wins and 3 losses,
and the Raiders will try to better
this when they travel to Wittenberg on Wednesday.
Individual Statistics for the
year are as follows:

Pure Beef
Bologna
256 E DAYTON
YELLOW SPRINGS
RD . FAIRBORN

1294
N FAIRFIELD RD
BEAVERCREEK

1 39

.

425
DAYTON AVE
XENIA

/
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'Benefit of a Doubt Doubt' opens

By DANIEL PICKREI.
Guardian Staff Writer
If you arc interested in seeing
the trials and tribulations of a
West Virginian coal miner's family, the Cincinnati Playhouse has
a play for you.
Benefit of a Doubt, the playhouse's fifteenth World Premier
Production, is Edward Clinton's
first play. It has its original stage
reading at the 1976 National
Playwrights Conference at the
Eugene O'neill Memorial Theatre Center in Waterford. Con
necticut.
THE PLAY starts out with
John Cassidy (William Andrew),
the alcholic faiher. Sadie (Elizabeth Council), (he aging grandmother. and Laurie Cassidv
(Ta^ia Myrcn) the daughter who
is menially slow, anxiously awaiting the return of Eileen Cassidy
(Nancy Donohue) the high strung
mother who ran a»av from home
after a menial breakdown.
Before Eileen arrives. John's
sisicr Kav (Eiain O'Mallev) and
is all but politely ushered out the
door. Ka> is a business oriented
nurse who holds quite a bit over
John's head since she has financed Ins car. his house, and is
thinking about handing him a
Buger Boy franchise.
John finally convinces Kay that
(his is no( (he best lime for her to
be there, making for poor relations between Kay and Eileen.

but Kay leaves in time to confront Eileen in the driveway.
BY THIS TIME you realize the
conflict the play will be working
on, with only one other circumstance...Laurie's boyfriend.
John thinfcs that Laurie's boyfriend is the same typ>; friend as
her imaginally doll Bahama. But
he is not.
Dandelion (P. Jay c-:"jney) is a
gin toting drunk, and a positive
influence on Laurie that is soon
to be cut off. because of Eileen's
tear of what John might do to
Dandelion if he finds out Dandelion is black.
DURING THE course of the
play Kiy and Eileen have become very good friends. Near the
end of the plgy Kay sends Eileen
on a vacation lo recover from the
various 'dresses she has been
going through.
Convincing Eileen was difficult
but Kay finally wins out. After
Kay goes out to the car, Eileen
reconsiders while looking at a
picture of her daughter. She
leaves only after holding the
picture in her arms as though she
might not return.
The play has now made a full
circle: it started with the family
awaiting Eileen's return. Now at
(he end of (he play Eileen is gone
again, although under better
circumstances. The family is
once again waiting for her :o
return.
THE CAST FILLED Edward

Clinton's fint play with heartbreaking life.
Donohue. portrayed the psychopathic mother especially well.
When she was about to cry. she
walked away from the audience
with only a slight trace of stress
on her face and when she turned
around she was biting her
thumbnail and weeping.
Andrew played the dumb coal
miner to such a perfection that
one wonders why he was not

coughing up more coal dust
P. JAY SIDNEY took ;hc
character of Dandelion and filled
it with the type of love and
reflective gestures that only a gin
toting drunk could provide. You
end up feeling very good about
Dandelion, subsequently your
emotions arc dampened when
Eileen tells him to leave her
daughter's life.
If the play says nothing else, it
says that a family is no more

than the sum total of its pr s.
The playhouse is locate^
Mount Adams Part ! n Cincinnati,
and overlooking the Ohio River.
Benefit of a Doubt will play
through January 29.
STUDENT Rl'SH—the Playhouse is offerninj. student rush
iickets for SI for any unused sea!
15 minutes before curtain. These
tickets will be sold on a firstcome. first-vrv» ( h««i«

Nancy Donohue, Elizabeth Council and Etata O'Mallev In 'Benefit of a Doubl.'

CONTEST
ENTER NOW!!

Sponsored by
Sanford Ink
makers of

Major Accent
Sol© Ends Friday J^Feb. 3.1978

free entry
blanks available
in the bookstore
no purchase necessary
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